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About B&CE

✓ 75 years’ construction industry experience
✓Not-for-profit
✓ Three values: Creating Simplicity, Showing 

Compassion, Keeping Promises
✓Acquired CBH 
✓Building a better occupational health solution



What is occupational health surveillance?



What’s the problem with occupational health 
in the industry?

Over the years, the industry’s focus has been on safety. It’s time to focus on 
health. Here’s why:

Suffer from work-related 
illnesses each year**

80,000 workers

Construction workers are 100x 
more likely to die from a 

preventable occupational 
disease than from an accident*

100 times

Estimated annual cost to society 
(eg sick pay, insurance 

premiums, state benefits, etc.) of 
new cases of work-related ill 

health in construction***

£500 million

* HSE, 2015
** Labour Force Survey, 2014/15 – 2016/17
*** Labour Force Survey 2014/15 to 2016/17 and HSE Cost to Britain Model, 2015/16



Our vision

To unite the UK construction industry behind one occupational health scheme 
within the next five years. Proactively promoting  behavioural and cultural 

change to ‘treat health like safety’ and help to improve the lives of members. 
Keeping them healthy and in work for longer.



Underpinned by

OHSP
Accredited 
by scheme

Worker

Employer
Registered 

with scheme

Digital 
portable 
record

Our proposed occupational health model

One stop shop Data and insight
• Central, secure database
• Multi-channel access
• Data analytics
• Forecasts and projections

B&CE Framework
• Aligned with HSE/CDM regulations
• ‘Bolt ons’ for extra tests and packages 

(eg mental health)

Giveback programmes

Supporting research initiatives and campaigns using B&CE’s Charitable Trust

• Central health 
record

• Appointments 
scheduling

• Payments
• Compliance 

audit
• Knowledge hub



Occupational health surveillance framework 
for construction



B&CE’s new occupational health scheme
Features and benefits

• Digital portable solution
– Workers own their health record. We have a long track record of 

working with secure data

• Transient:
– Easy for workers to keep track of their health at work as they move jobs 

and sites

• Comply HSE regulations:
– Eases burden of occupational health requirements

• More occupational health information:
– Resources and information online to provide online process support, 

education, best practice and guidance

• Reduced administration and cost:
– Workers are not undertaking unnecessary assessments



Our occupational health model approach
Education and engagement

HSE Clients
Government 
and opinion 

formers
Unions

Industry 
Working 
Group

CBH/B&CE 
customers

Inform and invite comment through thought leadership

Federations

Occupational Health 
Steering Group

OHSPsWorkers
SMEs and 
specialist 

trades

Tier 1 
Contractors

Consult and obtain feedback through proposition and product testing 
Creation of ambassadors of the scheme

Self-employed



Testing and validating the scheme

Pilot group Panel

Members

Purpose

Our ask

• Actively test iterations of the scheme during 
development

• Validate the proposition (eg the pricing strategy, 
booking and billing elements and how to access 
the supply chain)

• Proposition and product testing on a variety of 
platforms

• Confidentiality agreement signature required

• Marketing and engagement tool, used to keep a 
wider segment of the market in touch with 
developments

• To assist with future sales

• To test aspects of the proposition and product
• To understand barriers/objections
• To bring into Pilot if required

• Construction employers of various sizes
• OHSPs of various sizes

• Access to individuals within their business who 
can assist with proposition and product 
development

• NDA signature not required

Commissioned research

• To provide impartial input from a wide market 
segment and gain a better understanding of 
current ways of working across the industry. 

• Broad, unbiased sample of individual members, 
construction employers of various sizes and OHSPs 
of various sizes

• Validate the proposition
• Verify design personas for employers, employees 

and OHSPs
• Test various pricing structures and options

Sample 
questions

• Does X or Y functionality work for you? 
• Are you able to integrate this system with your 

existing infrastructure?
• Is this better than your current solution?

• How do you currently pay for OH? 
• How do you currently key/record results?
• How much staff time does OH admin take up?
• Are you currently compliant with OH laws?

1 2 3

• Construction employers of various sizes
• OHSPs of various sizes

• Which HR and payroll systems do you use?
• Which OH software systems do you use?
• How many individuals do you currently put 

through OH surveillance?

Join the panel group
Your involvement is key to making sure we’re on track.

health@bandce.co.uk



So what’s next?
Our key activities

Giving value for money for customersExploring pricing model:

How to put the model in workers’ handsInvestigating portability:

CBH name will be going; model will be a B&CE productBrand development:

How to bring our customers along the journeyTransition strategy:

Continued communications as scheme is developedPilot and panel group:



Join us on our journey:
www.bandce.co.uk/occupational-health

We’d love you to join our panel:
health@bandce.co.uk

Thank you
Any questions?


